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REAL VISION IMAGING 
Capture Documents / Automate Workflows 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“We designed RVI to transform your business and make 

your life better.  We continue to develop RVI for the 

future.  If you can dream  it, we can build it!  RVI just 

works…put us to the test!  

 

      Monty Chicola, President 

      Real Vision Software, Inc.  

Here are a few of the key RVI highlights: 

Three Platforms…One Interface:  

RVI is available for both IBM i and Windows servers or 

as a hosted cloud solution.  RVI OneLook is a browser-

based interface (no code downloads), common across 

all three RVI systems (simplifies server changes), with 

an intuitive look & feel (easy for the users to learn). 

Secured Access Options:  

RVI can be implemented using a stand-alone inquiry 

approach (electronic filing cabinet) or interfaced with 

core business applications.  Remote users can also 

access their documents over-the-web or using an RVI 

mobile app (available at no additional charge). 

Controls, Audits, Counts and Dashboards:  

RVI security controls authorize which users can access 

what documents and what permissions are granted.  

Detailed audits log all user actions and dashboards can 

be customized to monitor specific reports.  Retention 

controls enable you to automate the purge process.  

Capture System Provided:    

A capture system is included in the base RVI product 

that supports the scanning of paperwork and importing 

of digital files (emails, word processing, spreadsheets, 

audio-video files, and more).  RVI advanced capture 

capabilities enable you to integrate / automate the 

capture process. 

Advanced Workflow Included:   

The base RVI product also includes workflow which can 

automate the distribution of work items (rules-based 

routing), the approval process (workbasket features), 

and monitoring work activity (queue counts, detailed 

audits, and customized dashboards).  

Cost Effective Pricing:   

Value.  With RVI, you pay just ONE price just ONE time.  

You get unlimited users with all features (no add-ons) 

and no transaction charges.  The annual support charge 

is just 16.5% which includes future releases. An entry 

level RVI Express option includes all features for up to 

ten concurrent users for smaller start-up projects. 

About Real Vision Imaging: 

With over thirty years of document capture, workflow and 

integration experience, Real Vision Imaging has probably 

heard your story before!  Thousands of companies across 

many different industries have used RVI to transform their 

business from chasing paperwork to making it an integral 

part of their operation. 

RVI is a total document management solution equipped 

with nearly everything needed to digitize documents and 

automate workflows.  With RVI, authorized users are just 

one click away from accessing documents making them 

easier to find, share, manage, and protect and resulting in 

faster response times, improved cost-effectiveness, and 

more efficient records management procedures. 

Any questions?  Schedule a demo?  Please contact: 
John Paul Roundtree  johnpaul@realvisionsoftware.com 

Len Knudsen                len@realvisionsoftware.com 

Secured Access to Documents 

Anytime, Anyplace, Any Device 

mailto:johnpaul@realvisionsoftware.com
mailto:len@realvisionsoftware.com
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HERE’S WHAT A FEW RVI CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“RVI has helped Quaker move towards a paperless facility for over 15  years now.  Having customer and internal 

documents available at our fingertips allows us to respond to customer requests immediately and accurately.  RVI 

has become a core part of our manufacturing operation and has been a great company to work with over the years.”   

“Our philosophy is start simple,  

make it work, and then gradually 

  expand - RVI does just that.”   

 

“Our goal is to automate as much as possible.  With RVI, we now produce very few printouts and seldom touch 

paper anymore.  Our biggest payback has come from rendition billing and keeping track of driver records (safety, 

training, and recruiting documents).  RVI has really helped reduce our turn-around times, establish better audit 

 and security controls, reduce our expenses, and eliminate the hassle of handling paper.” 

“With RVI, documents created by our IBM i are automatically captured and images can be saved from an 

email.   We even integrated RVI into our website - it is easy to implement and easy to use.  When we look up a 

policy, claim or agent, we just click on a link to display available images. No desktop software to install and 

update.  With over 6,000 users nationwide that is a huge timesaver for us.” 

“As a small rural health system, RVI helped us achieve a document management system that we could not otherwise 

afford.  With RVI, we have reduced paper costs, records storage space requirements, and nursing staff costs to track 

down records.  We are able to bring our patient and financial documents real time to the right people with the proper 

security levels which has help us expedite our patient’s treatment and care.  The level of customer service is excellent, 

far above many of our vendors.  RVI is one of the best investments we have made.  

“We have been very satisfied with RVI software and their support.  A couple lines of code and RVI was implemented 

into our infrastructure.  By far, the easiest software  implemented to date.  It has paid for itself many times over.” 

“RVI has become a valuable tool that we can’t live without. The support 

you get is better than any other product we have ever used.  And if you 

ever need to speak with their President, he is not hard to find. “  

“RVI running on an IBM Power i provides us with rock solid stability and maximum security for all our documents 

 and data.  RVI was easy to install, simple to use, and their support team is as reliable as our IBM i server.”   

 

“RVI ensures that no document is left behind!   RVI is much more than an application, it is a  

toolkit that can customize  work processes exactly the way your users need them to be done.       

“What we liked about RVI is they really listened to our needs and customized the software to 

what we asked for.   That was  HUGE!  RVI has become like a light switch.  We just expect it  

to work - every day, every time, and with absolutely no issues.”   

 

“The RVI support team is top notch.  They are always quick to respond and extremely helpful.  

Unfortunately, that is not always the case these days when I call other companies for support. 

 I really appreciate the courteous and helpful response I always get with RVI.” 


